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Abstract 

A subset S of vertices in a connected graph is G called a geodetic hop dominating set of G if 

S is both a geodetic set and a hop dominating set of G. The minimum cardinality of a geodetic 

hop dominating set of is its geodetic hop domination number and is denoted by  .Ghg  In this 

paper we studied the concept of geodetic hop domination number in join and corona of graphs.  

1. Introduction 

By a graph  EVG ,  we mean a finite undirected connected graph 

without loops or multiple edges. The order and size of G are denoted by n and 

n respectively. For basic graph theoretic terminology, we refer to [4]. For 

every vertex ,Vv   the open neighborhood  vN  is the set 

  .GEuvGu   The degree of a vertex Vv   is     .deg vNv   If 
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 vue ,  is an edge of a graph G with   1deg u  and   ,1deg v  then we 

call e a pendant edge or end edge, u a leaf or end vertex and v a support. A 

vertex of degree 1n  is called a universal vertex. The distance  vud ,  

between two vertices u and v in a connected graph G is the length of a 

shortest vu   path in G. An vu   path of length  vud ,  is called a vu   

geodesic. A vertex x is said to lie on a vu   geodesic P if x is a vertex of P 

including the vertices u and v. For two vertices u and v, the closed interval 

 vuI ,  consists of u and v together with all vertices lying on some vu   

geodesic. For a set  ,GVS   in the interval  SIG  is the union of all  SIG  

for ., Svu   If    ,GVSIG   then S is a geodetic set of G. The cardinality 

 Gg  of a minimum geodetic set of G is called the geodetic number of G. A 

geodetic set of cardinality  Gg  is called a g-set of G. The geodetic number of 

a graph was studied in [5, 8, 14, 15].  

A set VD   is a dominating set of G if every vertex DVv   is 

adjacent to some vertex in D. A dominating set D is said to be minimal if no 

subset of D is a dominating set of G. The minimum cardinality of a minimal 

dominating set of G is called the domination number of G and is denoted by 

 .G  The domination number of a graph was studied in [7]. A set VS   of a 

graph G is a hop dominating set (hd-set, in short) of G if for every ,SVv   

there exists Su   such that   .2, vud  The minimum cardinality of a hd-

set of G is called the hop domination number and is denoted by  .Gh  Any 

hd-set of order  Gh  is called h -set of G. The hop domination number of a 

graph was studied in [1, 10-12]. A geodetic dominating set S is both a geodetic 

and a dominating set. The geodetic domination number  Gg  of G is the 

minimum cardinality among all geodetic dominating sets in G. The geodetic 

domination number of a graph was studied in [6]. A subset S of vertices in a 

connected graph G is called a geodetic hop dominating set of G if S is both a 

geodetic set and a hop dominating set of G. The minimum cardinality of a 

geodetic hop dominating set of G is its geodetic hop domination number and 

is denoted by  .Ghg  The geodetic hop domination number of a graph was 

studied in [2, 3]. Let H and K be two graphs. The join HG   of two graphs G 

and H is the graph with      HVGVHGV   and    GEHGE    
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      .,: HVvGVuuvHE  The join concept was studied in [13]. The 

corona product HK   is defined as the graph obtained from K and H by 

taking one copy of K and  KV  copies of H and then joining by an edge, all 

the vertices from the ith-copy of 𝐻 to the ith-vertex of K, where 

  .,,2,1 HVi   The corona concept was studied in [9,13]. The 

dominating concept have interesting applications in social networks. By 

applying the geodetic hop dominating concept we can improve the privacy in 

social networks.  

The following theorems are used in sequel. 

Theorem 1.1 [2]. For the complete graph     .,3, nKnKG nhgn    

Theorem 1.2 [2]. Let G be a graph of order .3n  Then   2 Ghg  if 

and only if there exists a geodetic hop dominating set  vuS ,  of G such 

that   .3, vud   

2. Geodetic hop domination in join of graphs 

Theorem 2.1.   .2121
nnKK nnhg    

Proof. Since   .
2121 nnnnhg KKK   The result follows from Theorem 

1.1.    

Theorem 2.2. Let G be a complete graph of order 21 n  and H be a non-

complete graph of order .22 n  Then  GV  is a subset of every geodetic hop 

dominating set of .HG    

Proof. Let S be a hg -set of .HG   Since G is complete and H is non-

complete, HG   is non-complete. We have to prove that   .SGV   On the 

contrary, suppose   .SGV   Then there exists a vertex Gz   such that 

.Sz   By the definition of   1,,  zxdHG  for every ,Hx   which is a 

contradiction to the definition of hop dominating set of .HG   Therefore 

  .SGV     

Theorem 2.3. Let G and H be two non-empty graphs. Then 
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  2 HGhg  if and only if 1kG   and .1KH    

Proof. Let G and H be two non-empty graphs. First assume that 

  2 HGhg  Then by Theorems 2.1 and 1.2, HG   is either 2K  or there 

exists a hg -set  vuS ,  of HG   such that   .3,  vud HG  If 

,2KHG   then the result is obvious. Therefore  vud HG ,  is either 2 or 

3. If   ,2,  vud HG  then either  GVS   or  .HVS   Without loss of 

generality, let us assume that  .GVS   Since S is a g-set of G, let x be a 

vertex in  GV  which lies in vu   geodesic in G. Then  ., HGExvxu   

Hence it follows that     ,1,,   vxduxd HGHG  which is a contradiction. 

Therefore   .2,  vud HG  Hence it follows that   .3,  vud HG  Therefore 

either G or H must be empty, which is not possible. Therefore .2KHG   

Hence it follows that G is 1K  and H is .1K  The converse is clear.   

Theorem 2.4. Let G and H be two non-empty graphs. Then 

  3 HGhg  if and only if .3KHG   

Proof. Let .3KHG   Then by Theorem 1.1,   .3 HGhg  

Conversely, assume that   .3 HGhg  Let S be a hg -set of .HG   We 

have to prove that .3KHG   On the contrary, suppose that .3KHG   

Therefore S contains at least four elements. Then at least one of G or H is non 

complete or both G and H are non-complete. Without loss of generality, let us 

assume that G is complete and H is non-complete. Then   .2 HGd  By 

Theorem 2.2,   .SGV   Since G is non-complete, at least three elements of 

H belongs to S. Hence it follows that ,4S  which is a contradiction. If G 

and H are non-complete, then S contains at least two elements from G and at 

least 2 elements from H. Hence it follows that ,4S  which is a 

contradiction. Therefore .3KHG    

Theorem 2.5. Let G and H be two non-trivial connected graphs.  

Then   .4 HGhg   

Proof. Let G and H be two non-trivial connected graphs. Let S be a hg -

set of .HG   We have to prove that   .4 HGhg  On the contrary, 
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suppose that .3S  First assume that 2S  then by Theorem 2.3, 

,2KHG   which implies 1KG   and ,1KH   which is a contradiction 

to G and H are non-trivial. Next assume that .3S  Since   ,2 HGd  

either  GVS   or  .HVS   Without loss of generality, let us assume that 

 .GVS   Then for every     ,1,,  SxdHVx  which is a contradiction. 

Hence   .4 HGhg     

Corollary 2.6. Let G and H be two non-trivial connected graphs. Then 

every geodetic hop dominating set of HG   contains at least two vertices from 

G and at least two vertices from H.  

Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.5.    

Theorem 2.7.   
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Proof.    nnnn uuuvvvPCV ,,,,,,, 2121    

Case 1: 53  n   

Case 1a: 3n   

Then  321321 ,,,,, uuuvvvS   is the only hg -set of nn PC   so that 

  .6 nnhg PC   

Case 1b: 4n   

Then  431431 ,,,,, uuuvvvS   is the only hg -set of nn PC   so that 

  .6 nnhg PC   

Case 1c: 5n   

Then  4315431 ,,,,,, uuuvvvvS   is the only hg -set of nn PC   so 

that   .7 nnhg PC   

Case 2: 6n   

Case 2a: rn 6   
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Let  .,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 66326416632641 rrrr uuuuuuvvvvvvS     

Then S is a geodetic hop dominating set of nn PC   and so 

  .8rSPC nnhg   We have to prove that   .8rPC nnhg   On the 

contrary, suppose that   .8rPC nnhg   Then there exists a hg -set S  of 

nn PC   such that .8rS   Let x be a vertex of nn PC   such that Sx   

and .Sx   First assume that .,,,,,, 26412641  rr uuuvvvx   Without 

loss of generality, let us assume that .1vx   Then  .SIx
nPnC 


 Next 

assume that  .,,,,,,, 663663 rr uuuvvvx   Without loss of generality, 

let us assume that .3vx   Then  .SIx
nn PC    Hence S  is not a geodetic 

hop dominating set of ,nn PC   which is a contradiction. Therefore 

  .8rPC nnhg    

Case 2b: 16  rn   

Let  .,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 66316416631641 rrr uuuuuuvvvvvvS    

 Then as in Case 2a, we get   .28  rPC nnhg   

Case 2c: 26  rn   

Let  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 63164136631641  uuuuuvvvvvvS rrr   

., 266 rr uu  Then as in Case 2a, we get   .38  rPC nnhg   

Case 2d: 36  rn   

Let  .,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 3663164136631641  rrrr uuuuuuvvvvvvS   

 Then as in Case 2a, we get   .48  rPC nnhg   

Case 2e: 46  rn   

Let  .,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 3663464136634641  rrrr uuuuuuvvvvvvS   

 Then as in Case 2a, we get   .68  rPC nnhg   

Case 2f: 56  rn  

Let  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 63464136634641  uuuuuvvvvvvS rrr   

., 5636  rr uu  Then as in Case 2a, we get   .78  rPC nnhg   
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Theorem 2.8.  
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Proof. The proof of this Theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.7. ∎  

Theorem 2.9.  
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Proof. The proof of this Theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.7. ∎  

3. Corona of graphs 

Theorem 3.1. Let G and H be two connected graphs of order 1n  and 2n  

respectively. Let S be a hg -set of HG   and 
2

,,, 21 nHHH   be the copies 

of H Then  

(i)   0iHVS   for all .1, 2nii    

(ii)   .0GVS    

Proof. (i) We have to prove that   ,0iHVS   for all .1, 2nii   On 

the contrary, suppose that   ,0iHVS   for some .1, 2nii   By the 

definition of ,HG   every vertex of  21 niHi   is adjacent to exactly one 

vertex of G Hence it follows that S is not a hg -set of ,HG   which is a 

contradiction.  

(ii) We have to prove that   .0GVS   On the contrary, suppose that 

  .0GVS   Let u be a vertex of   .0GVS   Hence Su   and 

 .GVu   By Theorem 2.9 (i),   .1,0 2niHVS i   Then   1, vud  

for  iHVv   for ,1 2ni   which is contradiction.  ∎  

Theorem 3.2.   .2,4, 212121
 nnnnKW nnhg    
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Proof. Let    
11

,,, 21 nn vvvWV   with central vertex 
1nv  and 

1121 ,,,,
1

vvvv n   as cycle. Let    ,,,,,,, 222111211 2
 uuuuuKV nm    


21112

,,, 212 nnnnn uuuu   be the vertex set of 
th

1n  copy of 
2nK  attached with 

exactly one vertex of    ,,,,,,,, 2111211121 2211
uuuuvvvKWVW nnnnn    

.,,,,,,
21112 21222 nnnnn uuuuu   We have to prove that  

21 nnhg KW   

.21nn  Let  .,,,,,,,,,,,
211122 212222111211 nnnnnn uuuuuuuuuS    

Then S is a hg -set of 
21 nn KW   and so   .2121

nnSKW nnhg    On 

the contrary, suppose that   .2121
nnKW nnhg    Then there exits a hg -set 

S  of 
21 nn KW   such that .21nnS   Let y be a vertex of 

21 nn KW   such 

that Sy   and .Sy   First assume that  .,,,
211211 nuuuy   Without 

loss of generality, let us assume that .11vy   Then  .
21

SIy
nKnW  

 Next 

assume that  .,,,,,,,,
21112 2122221 nnnnn uuuuuuy   Without loss of 

generality, let us assume that .21vy   Then  .
21

SIy
nn KW    Hence S  is 

not a hg -set of ,
21 nn KW   which is a contradiction. Therefore 

  .2121
nnKW nnhg     ∎  

Theorem 3.3.    
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Proof.    ,,,,,,,,,,,,,
22121 222211121121  nnnnn uuuuuuvvvPCV   

.,,,
2111 21 nnnn uuu   

Case 1: 53 2  n   

Case 1a: 32 n   

Then  321232221131211 111
,,,,,,,,, nnn uuuuuuuuuS   is the only 
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hg -set of 
21 nn PC   so that   .3 121

nPC nnhg     

Case 1b: 42 n   

Then  431242321141311 111
,,,,,,,,, nnn uuuuuuuuuS   is the only 

hg -set of 
21 nn PC   so that   .3 121

nPC nnhg     

Case 1c: 52 n   

Then  54312524232115141311 1111
,,,,,,,,,,, nnnn uuuuuuuuuuuuS   

is the only hg -set of 
21 nn PC   so that   .4 121

nPC nnhg     

Case 2: .62 n   

Case 2a: rn 62    

Let  264122624212161411 111
,,,,,,,,,,,  rnnnrr uuuuuuuuuS    

 .,,,,,,,,,,,, 6633262623161613 1111 rnnnnrr uuuuuuuuuu   Then S is 

a geodetic hop dominating set of 
21 nn PC   and so   .4

121
rSPC nnnhg    

We prove that   .4 121
rnPC nnhg     

On the contrary, suppose that   .4 121
rnPC nnhg    Then there exists a 

hg -set S  of 
21 nn PC   such that .4 1rnS   Let u be a vertex of 

21 nn PC   

such that Su   and Su   First assume that  ,,,, 2161411  ruuuu    

.,,,,,,,, 46412262421 111  rnnnr uuuuuu   Without loss of generality, 

let us assume that .11uu   Then  .
21

SIu
nn PC     

Next assume that  ,,,,,,,, 3262623161613 1nrr uuuuuuuu    

.,, 66 11 rnn uu   Without loss of generality, let us assume that .13uu   Then 

 .
21

SIu
nn PC    Hence S  is not hg -set of ,

21 nn PC   which is a 

contradiction. Therefore   .4 121
rnPC nnhg     

Case 2b: 162  rn   

Let  164112624211161411 111
,,,,,,,,,,  rnnnrr uuuuuuuuuS   
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 .,,,,,,,,,,, 663262623161613 111 rnnnr uuuruuuuuu   Then in Case 

2a, we get    .24121
 rnPC nnhg   

Case 2c: 262  rn   

Let  164112624211161411 111
,,,,,,,,,,  rnnnrr uuuuuuuuuS   

   .,,,,,,,,,, 266632623161613 1111 rnrnnnr uuuuuuuuu   Then as 

in Case 2a, we get    .24121
 rnPC nnhg   

Case 2d: 362  rn   

Let  464142624214161411 111
,,,,,,,,,,,  rnnnrr uuuuuuuuuS   

 .,,,,,,,,,,,, 366332626233161613 111  rnnnrr uuuuuuuuu   Then 

as in Case 2a, we get    .34121
 rnPC nnhg    

Case 2e: 462  rn   

Let  464142624214161411 111
,,,,,,,,,,,  rnnnrr uuuuuuuuuS   

 36,332626233161613 1611
,,,,,,,,,,,  rnunrr uuuuuuuu

n
  Then 

as in Case 2a, we get    .34121
 rnPC nnhg    

Case 2f: 562  rn  

Let  464142624214161411 111
,,,,,,,,,,,  rnnnrr uuuuuuuuuS   

   .,,,,,,,,,,,, 56366332626233161613 1111  rnrnnnrr uuuuuuuuuu   

Then as in Case 2a, we get    .44121
 rnPC nnhg   ∎  

Theorem 3.4.    
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Proof. The proof of this Theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3. ∎  
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